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 The present ongoing study investigates how a multiplicity of events, also referred to as 

pluractionality or verbal plurality, is expressed in Macuxi (ISO 639-1: mbc; Cariban), a South 

American indigenous language spoken in Brazil, Guyana and Venezuela. Cross-linguistically, the 

multiplicity of an action can be expressed by means of pluractional specialized morphemes affixed 

on verbs and adverbs (Lasersohn 1995), or reduplication (Wood 2007). Previous work on Macuxi 

(Carson 1981; Abbott 1991) claimed that the iterative suffix -pîtî, as in (1), indicates a repetition 

of actions. In this literature, verbal reduplication (2) is mentioned but scarcely described, and is 

associated with the interpretation of multiple events. 

(1)  ø-esenupa-pîtî-pî   (2)  anî-patî-patî  João-ya  tuuke-teeka  

 1SG-study-ITER-PST   pro-hit~hit Joao-ERG often 

 ‘I study and study’     ‘Who has hit João often?’   (Carson 1981) 

The present work is concerned with the following research questions: (1) What are the verbs that 

allow reduplication? (2) Is there an impact of aktionsart (lexical aspect)? (3) What is the function 

of reduplication in the language?  

 

Methods Data was elicited from two native speakers of Macuxi in Boa Vista, Roraima, Brazil. 

3 separate tasks were implemented. Grammaticality judgment tasks were conducted to test for an 

impact of aktionsart. Classes of verbs were divided into each category of lexical aspect: activity, 

accomplishment, achievement, semelfactives and states. Truth value judgment tasks incorporated 

narratives and pictures with overarching contexts to test whether the consultants accepted 

reduplicated verbs or the -pîtî in these scenarios. Two variables were manipulated: (a) Singular or 

plural subject and (b) Single or multiple events. Lastly, felicity judgment tasks were conducted. 

Consultants were presented with two sentences: one containing a reduplicated verb and another 

containing the iterative morpheme, in a given context. They were then asked which of the two 

constructions sounded more appropriate. 42 verbs were tested in total. Fieldwork data is also 

supplemented with data from existing Macuxi narratives, including Kaikusiyamî’, Wairayamî’ 

moropai Maikanyamî’(2011), as well as Lendas Macuxís (1951). 

 

Results  The data elicited with Macuxi speakers suggests that there is an impact of aktionsart: 

activity and semelfactive verbs are more likely to accept reduplication than other classes of verbs. 

Reduplication (3) typically encodes intensity of events, and does not appear to be directly linked 

to a cardinality of events, only marginally encoding multiple events. This interpretation associated 

with reduplication was not previously described in the literature of the language. The -pîtî suffix 

(4), does encode a multiplicity or cardinality of events – one of which is habituality.  

 (3)  Urisan-yamî   eka’temî~eka’temî  iwei kaisirî 

        Girl-PL        run~run       every day 

        The girls run every day (with a focus on the 

        intensity of the running; not habitual). 

(4) Urisan-yamî  eka’temî-pîtî    iwei kaisirî 

       Girl-PL     run-ITER      every day 

        The girls run every day. (focus on 

habitual action) 

 The present findings complement the typological work of Mattiola (2019), who posits that 

pluractional constructions across Cariban languages share similar semantic functions. Indeed, the 

Macuxi -pîtî morpheme matches that of similar constructions in Carib (-poty), Akawaio (-pödï) 



and Panare (-pëtï). Beyond the works of Müller and Sanchez-Mendes (2008), Salanova (2011) and 

Lima (2017), few studies on pluractionality in Brazilian indigenous languages have been done. 

Based on original fieldwork data, supplemented by textual data from existing narratives, this work 

would be the first thorough description and analysis of pluractionality in Macuxi.  

 

Glossing abbreviations 

PST Past 

ITER Iterative 

ERG Ergative 
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